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■■

primsry source of Information relative to this grub-*
Ject is found in Honing11® Statutes at barge eovering te®
period fro® 1623 to OTS**

^hes© statute® are the only avail**

able authority existing on. Colonial p t t w i s l in Virginia#
fhe Mnuta© of W m Qraad Assas&ly* or tee OeneraX AmmmhXy#
as tee lawmaking body later became known* gives a discussion
of tee laws taken up* but tee final action on tee lav b y 'the
Assembly 1© Imbedded to tee Statute©#

^Institutional His**

»

tery of Virginia during- tee Seventeenth Century% by Philip
Alexander Brae®*, contributes no small amount of infer®at/ion
on tee relation'of taxation to tee clerical parish during
the period#

1

’’Economic.History of Colonial ’
Virginia®* by

tee same author* has been an invaluable source In clarifying
matters ©f economic intricacies *

PBBF&CE

tos&timk during the Colonial Period of Virginia* a©

discussed in this thesis* treats of those agmeieg aoBiribmttog to the gowejrasentaX revenue from XSCV to X W B*
taxation today is an assessment on ©note tangible and

intangible property* the proceeds of which go into tee
national* state* and comity treasuries for tee support of
tee government#

Duties*, fees* and fim m are foreign- to 'tea

modern conception of taxation*

However* they are Just a©

saseatl&l'a part of tee system of governmental .support of
today a® tee tax teat Is placed on real estate or on bond©#
During tee Colonial period* taxation meant an assessment of
any amount* placed on any subject* teeteer it be a fine for

Intoxication* a duty an m hogshead of wine* a foe far marrl-

■
*

age license* or a .castle duty permitting a ship t© load or
unload*

All of tees© assessments went into tee treasury of

tee eoXony for Its support and xs&totenanee* and aa a probable
profit for tee London Company which actually owned tee fraa**
chiee for tel© Colonial venture until 1624*

therefore* to

pursuing this subject* teleh might well be called a study
in Colonial governmental revenue and finance* one must bear
to mind tee difference to tee Colonial conception of taxa
tion from that of tee modern conception*

X
HISTORICAL IWIBOLUCTIOB
Colonisation during t h e 'seventeenth century was large
ly a financial venture*'

Little did King James X or the

stockholders of the London Company* to whom he granted a
charter In 1606* realise
the outcome of that act*
X
\

W

In England* during 'the seventeenth century * there'' was
a great deal of unemployment«

This was due to two facts a

First* a'large number of Englishmen had returned from'the
imrm In Europe; second* It was found that sheep-raising
was more profitable than growing wheat and barley*

Ihese

two conditions had a tendency to throw a large portion of
England*© population out of employment*

Ihe king* realising

tee condition of his country* was eager not only to find
employment for his subjects* but*' at tee same time* to re
plenish his own depleted treasury#

For the London Company*

colonising was an attempt at swelling the purses of Its
owners and stockholders*
Had King James X been called upon to spend the country*©
money for tee purpose of an expedition such as tee owners
of the London Company had in mind* most probably the whole
undertaking would never have materialised.

Yet* he was

more than willing to be the Company’s sponsor* and he lost
no time in dictating what should b© the government of tee

colony and who was to govern It»

Each colony was to be gov

erned by a council appointed by the king and to be responsi
ble to him*

This council appointed by the king was composed

of citizens of London*

toey may hair© been members of the

London Company or not; ‘there were no restrictions *

In Vir

ginia there was another council under the" direction of the
London Company and appointed by them* .tele council, together
with the governor, made the laws for the government of the
colony proper,

toes© laws* however* were not to conflict

with any bet forth by the king or his council*
to© general support of the colony was taken car© of in
\

on© of the articles set forth' 'to the Charter of the London
Company.

It stated that ®For the first five year© no land

should be given to anyone* but that ©very settler'must de
posit the products 'of his labor to the company1© warehouse*
out of which he would be provided with whatever he needed
X •- •*
for his living.11 to© amount produced by the efforts of ;
.

the colonists la a matter of -conjecture *

toat sqm© of the

men were industrious and others prone to live on the pro
ducts of their comrade1s labor is eertato*

Ho doubt the

warehouse t o this- communistic settlement had to If a supply
of corn* some tobacco* hides* and provisions of meat f or
the us© of the colonists.

1*

At times* perhaps* enough com-

Extract© from the original charter of the London Company
Copy to the Library of toe College of William 6s Mary

modlties accumulated during the ..five years to send some of
them back to England.

In the light of historical fact, how

ever, It seems that many provisions were sent into the col
ony, but little or nothing of profit was returned to the
London Company during the first five years*
During the year 1611, conditions in the colony began to
improve*

Sir ’Thomas Dale arrived as governor of the colony*

He instituted a system under which each man was. given fifty
acres of land for hie own use*

Each man was given a certain

number of days in which to work his landf the remaining days
in the year he was to work for the company*

Fortunately for

the interest of the London Company, this system for the sup
port of the colony was put into effect just one year before
the coming of John Rolfe, who instituted the systematic
culture of tobacco in 1612*

fhls act -of John Holfe was the

turning point in the life of the Colony and of the London
Company*

*The cultivation of tobacco was destined to be the
\

chief industry in the Colony for many years*
money, and general prosperity*

It meant food,

‘Tobacco was the gold and

silver which the Elng of England and the London Company had
been searching for*

it was the value of tobacco that first

drew from England to Virginia the most substantial of its
early settlers*
Tobacco, as a staple crop, had been cultivated seven
years previous to the meeting of the first representative

law-making body to be founded In the How World*

Tobacco

had become the medium of exchange by which most matters of
barter were carried on*

So many pounds of tobacco would

purchase so much food, •or so many- pounds of tobacco were
deposited in the Colonial treasury for th© support of the
colony, to pay such debts as the officials may have con
tracted*

In 1619, when the' maidens were broug^it oyer to

become the brides of the bachelors of the colony, the price
of each maiden*s transportation was 120 pounds of tobacco*
Ho doubt this was very near the ratio of the weight of th©
maiden to the pounds of tobacco*

If this b© true, It gives

one a fair idea of the value of the commodity at that time*
The price of tobacco, in 1619, was seventy-five cents per
pound in Virginia *

It was much higher in England*

With tobacco, then, came commerce, both with the Indi
ans, who had practically stopped cultivating tobacco, and
with Europe, which was a ready market for all that the
colony could produce#

With commerce came ownership of

houses, land, farming implements, and general prosperity*
With these objects of ownership cam© taxation, which is
necessary In any complex civilisation*
Up to 1619, taxation, as a function of the government,
was unnecessary#

The officials of the colony were paid by

th© London Company in whose employment they were*

Food

had been sent Into the colony by the London Company*

Com

had been purchased from the Indians by means of exchanging

trinkets which were supplied by the Company#

Clothing was

also furnished'by the Company in exchange for whatever
produets the colonists might have to return to the home
office| and* when clothing was not secured in this manner*
the men \?ore skins as did the Indians *

Up to this time*

the London Company had not received a great deal from the
colony* but* in 1619* the records reveal that 20*000 pounds
of tobacco were returned to England for disposition by the
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London merchants#
In 1619* with the meeting of the House of Burgesses*
cam© th© first definite step toward the establishment of a
permanent system of government * In fact* it was the first,
attempt toward establishing an organised representative
democracy in the Western World*.

It cam© as an anti-climax

of an era of prosperity.which had been In th© colony a few
years previously#

King James* in order to keep the good

will of the colonists* conceded to them the right of self
government to a limited extent* but he was unwilling to give
them th© right to govern themselves completely*

However*

in 1723* after th© dissolution of the London Company by the
king* th© House of Burgesses took upon itself not only th©
lawmaking of the colony* but also the imposition of taxes
for the support* of the now government *

Paring the- session

of 1623-24* the Herns© of Burgesses defied the king and its
*

own royal governor by passing th© following acts”That th©
governor shall not lay any tax or imposition upon the colony*

-1 2 -

their lands or'commodities* otherwise than.by the authority
of the Heneral Assembly* to he' levied and employed as the
said Assembly'Shall appoint*11®

However inexperienced the

members of the

House of Burgesses of 1623-24 were* they

guarded with a

watchful eye the burden of taxation theyhad

placed Upon th© .colony*

They were careful' to see that each

levy assessed against the colonists had % purpose* and that,
the revenue derived went to support that specific purpose#
Tills fact is clearly shown In the first embryonic budget
which then covered but a fex?-pages#' An act which Illustrates
their directness of purpose reads'as follows?
nThat'"at the' beginning of "July ■next* 'the in-' '"':habitants of each corporation shall fall upon their
adjoining savages* those that be hurt upon service
to be cured at th© public charge| In case any be
lamed* to 'be maintained by the country according
to his person and quality#”0
And to pay this public expense the House of Burgesses passed
th© following acts
”That* for defraying public debts our suffer
ing hath brought upon us* there shall be levied 10
pounds of tobacco upon.every male head above six
teen years of age now living* not including such as .
arrive since beginning July I*”4
From th© above facts of this chapter it Is evident that
there was practically no system of taxation until 1623-24*

2* Honing1© Statutes at Large* Vol# I* Page 124
3* Henlng#a Statutes* Vol# I* Pag© 123 *
4 * Idem

—13—-

In Which year th© Grand Assembly formulated, a crude budget#
Yet the colonists of Virginia were taxed relentlessly* not
for the support of the government* but for its defence*
They did not pay the assessment in tobacco or in money* but
in blood*

With the coming of taxation* though a burden at

times* came the power of the Colonial government to buy
©munition* build forts* outfit ships* and to pay its soldiers
that more blood would be saved and better arms be bought •
with which to fight the Indians .

-*14**

II
FOLX* TAXES
In speaking of poll tax, one naturally thinks of What ’
has grown up, in the common vernacular, as a direct tax#
likewise, when one thinks of duties, he thinks of an Indirect
tax, hut to classify the taxes of early Virginia Into direct
and indirect taxes, with the interchanging of the various
taxes and sometimes their interlapping, would he merely a
matter of superficial verbiage*

Virginians of the first

twelve years of the colony were very fortunate people--*there
was no taxation except the food turned in to the common
storehouse*
1819#

The first other tax was not inaugurated until

This tax was of on© pound of tobacco to go toward

paying the salaries of the clerk and the members of the House
of Burgesses*

The poll tax was adopted by the colony as

the best means of raising money to supply an immediate de
mand.

As has been said In the preceding chapter, the col

onists did not tax with the purpose of increasing the amount
of money In the treasury, but they taxed to meet an imme
diate emergency»

For example, in the session of 1623-24,

the House passed a law levying five pounds of tobacco on
all of those who had not in the past supported a man at the
"castle11*2. The amount of this tax was five pounds of
1*

Fort where men were kept on guard#
Vol* I, p. 127

Henlng* s Statutes,
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tobacco for the head of the family and his servants*

During

the same session a poll tax of ten pounds was levied for.
the purpose of paying a public deb,t which had been Incurred
o
during an Indian attack*
How much this levy brought in as
revenue is not known*

However, it is known that even in

Colonial Virginia the citlsens evaded taxes as much as pos
sible*

Even though the Assembly made the laws very strin

gent and employed the sheriff as a collector, their greatest
difficulty was in collecting the taxes levied*
Ihe levy for the year 1629 consisted ftf five pounds of
tobacco to be levied upon each male head over sixteen years
of age*

$his levy and the act appropriating the same is

quite interesting from the standpoint of what the money was
spent for in early Virginia*

r,To Mr* Marshall for 16 cartridges for use
for ordinance, there was allowed for his account
1 208, 04s, 02d* Foure thousand five hundredweight
of tobacco that the remains that was not paid unto
him the first of last year shall be fully paid and
delivered to him this year or his assigns*
^Six- barrels of gun powder bought of Captain
Crampton and yet unspent 900.
^One hhd* of wynne spent in March 255.
ftFor shot which Sir George Vbardley bought
of Mr; Mahow his ship 0488*
IJ0ne anchor lost In March out of lit* 'Thomp
son boat 0050,
’’For three hundred fish bought of Mr* Men©foe
0090 ,
2;

Hening* s Statutes, vol; I, p; 127

—

10**

nFor one bbl* of pease spent in, the ship 0050
nTo Mr* Clalrborn© spent for shot in-March
In Sir Georg© his time and th© three .years of 1829
0500
11For one- hundred shot more bought of Mr* Bar
rington and § of biscuit© for Ohlokahominy 0047*
f?For Pg o I qs ©ntert ainment during the year 1200
^Xt Is also ordered that three Indians be
maintained by the general charge of th© whole colony*11*5
This tax was collected by having each individual bring
his contribution to the House of Burgesses two days after
the assignment was made*

If It was not brought in within

that time a levy of distress was made*-

Th© last act of'

this session was to the effect, that plt was thought befit
ting that all those who worked In the ground of whatever
quality or-condition soever' shall pay tithes t o •the mini)
isters*4 This act became more definite during the session
of 1881, at which time th© minister was to receive from
each individual ten pounds of tobacco, a bushel of corn,
a
th© twentieth calf, kid, and pig, and a bushel of co m .
Tlrls act was repealed In 1655*

The Assembly not only

passed poll taxes for the support of the government, but
it also took an active' part In seeing that the ministers,
to whom the morale of the colony were entrusted, were well
•cared for*

5*
4*
5*

Bering *s Statutes, vol. 1, p# 142
Ibid, p* 144
Ibid, p* 159

In 1032^33* because the attacks of the Indians/became
more numerous* it became necessary to raise the poll tax
levy to a great; extent * and to impose other taxes*

As Is

evident from the above numeration and the one that Is to
follow for the year 1632* practically the only reason for
taxation at all was the continual attacks by the Indians •
During’this year the following act was passed providing for
the public ■charge s6
"To Capt* Michael Marshall
To Capt* Mathews for fort
To Capt #'.Pierce
To Capt* Give
To Doc* .Potts.
' :
To Capt* Osborn© for lead
f?
■
n - - buff coatee
To William Kemp for shot
To Gapt *. Mathews for watching
To Mr* Croker
To Richard Smith

Pounds of tobacco
6873
103000
7331
1681
3400
0130
0800
0100
0500'
1000
-J>5Q0
I243S6

n

To meet the above expenses the levy for the year was raised
to 64 pounds of tobacco .per poll throughout the colony# *
Mo doubt that this is only a partial list of the expenses
of the colony for this year«» The population of 'Virginia
in 1628 Is believed to have been 3000 &

The treasury^

thereforej received' approximately 192 5000 pounds of tobacco
for the support.- of the government

6*
7.

Honing’s Statutes* vol. I* p* 194
Brueej, nEconomic History of Virginia In the. Seventeenth
Century*** Vol* I*,p* 287 . >
8* * Sydenetricker* "Brief History of Taxation in Virginia"*
, VoX+[l9 -p* 6

The approximate price of tobacco during 1632 was between
■one shilling*. sixpence* and two shillings' per pound*

The

approximate revenue received from the levy of this year
was about 933 pounds*
The next levy of which there; is record Is that of the
session of 1643#

The. levy for this year was thirty pounds

of tobacco per poll.
The.levy for 1642 was nine pounds of tobacco*
read as follows:

The act

n

°Xt is enacted by the authorities aforesaid
that there be levied this -present crop* 'nine
pounds of tobacco per poll for every tithable
person throughout the colony by the sheriffs as
formerly5 to be disposed of in such a manner and
in such oases according to the order of the
present Grand Assembly *
The only persons exempted from, this levy were members of
the council* who were exempted from ©very tax except the.
church dues*,
During .this meeting of the Assembly* _the members de~
eided that the inhabitants of the several counties should
pay the expenses a s 'well as the wages o f .the. members of
th© legislative body*

..What this expense was to b© is not

known* or whether or not it became a law.

However* it is

supposed that the members in whose power the law-making
was put did have their expenses and salaries paid by their
respective counties*

9*

Hening* vol. I* p* 279

toother 'interesting 'law passed by the Assembly of
1642 is that in regard to ferries, and bridges *

It is the

first'instance in the-history of the youthful nation when
th© Assembly had taken cognisance of the support of bridges
and ferries*

The Assembly of this year passed an act pro

viding for the maintenance of ferries and bridges*

The

expense of such an undertaking was to be met by th© coun*
ties or country in which the ferry or bridge was located*
This assessment was made by and collected by the sheriff
in the same manner as any other public levy#

The travelers

on th© bridges and ferries were to be transported free and
the ferrymen were to operate their boat from sunrise to
sunset *
During the Civil War.in England in 1643* Parliament
cut off the salary of the governor of the 'Colony*

'This

put an additional expense on the colony* for they took
upon themselves the 'burden of paying this official his sal
ary*

To meet this expense* the Assembly Imposed a tax of

two shillings on each tlthabl© person'in-'the .colony * Th©
rate by which this amount was to be raised was as follows:
Indian c o m © IDs per hbl*
ears to one of c o m Wheat © 4s per bp*
Malt @ 4a per bn*
Blefe © 3d|d per lb*'
Fork @ -4d per pound ■ .
Good hens-© 4d
, Capons % Is 4d
.
Calves six weeks old © 25a
Butter © 8d per lb.
Goats © 20 s

Two bbls * of

20-

Figs to roast % 3a per pig at 3 week© old
Cheese # 6d per lb*
Oeee©, turkeys and-kids @ 6s apiece .
The provision of corn was to Be paid by th© following
oomtlesj

Henrico, north* ton, Elizabeth City* bower Nor

folk, Hpper Horfolk, York, including Plankatank*

The

counties to pay the other provisions were Charles City,
Isle of Wight, and Warwick.
The levy for 1644 was six pounds of tobacco,

Thl3

levy was imposed for the purpose of paying the expenses of
a march against the Parmankey and the Chi©k&hominy Indians*
By this time the poll tax on the poorer class of
people had become quite unbearable, and yet there was not
enough Income to support the government*

The emergency was

met by a tax on land which will be discussed in another
chapter*

In 1648 th© poll levy on each tithable was twenty

pounds of tobacco*

Even though-this was not as much as the

levies of other years # the people found 'it''a'great burden,
This was due to th© scarcity of tobacco, which was th© re
sult of a limitation, by the King; of England, on its cul
tivation*
The imposition of the land tax marked the decline of
the poll tax in the colonies and the institution, to 'a
limited extent, of the use of currency in the Colony of
Virginia *"’
.
' Piece's of eight in Spanish‘money were valued
• /.
10, Henlng, v*ol# I, p, 281
7

at six shillings In the Colony, and copper was to he coined
In 2d, 3d, 6d, and 9d pieces*

The price of tobacco declined

from 12d, In 1640, to 3d, In 1652#
In 1G4S the poll tax
for the government*

was again used asthe primary tax

It was stated by members of the Assem

bly that the land tax had

been instituted as a moans of

getting money for the war

and, now that thetax on-land was

no longer needed, it would be abolished.^*
It is needless to say that the shifting from one system
of taxation to another cut dorm the revenue considerably,
not only from the lack of taxable property, but also from '
the inability to incorporate every tithable person in the
levy*
poll

The taxable population at- this time was around 1800
This situation was met, in 1649, by a revision of

the list of tithables in the Colony*

The act provided for

a list to be made of all persons coming Into th© Colony
except those who were imported free or those under sixteen
years of age. < £ & ©

situation in regard'.-to th© number of

titlmbles in the Colony did not seem to Improve, in spite
of the fact that the Assembly mad© a great effort to remedy
the condition *

In 1669-61, it became necessary for the

Assembly to pass another act in regard to collecting Its
revenues •

The difficulty now seemed to be with the sheriff©-,

who were negligent In producing a complete list of the
11*
11*
12*
13*'

Sydenstrioker, ”A Brief History of Taxation in VirginiaT
p* 164
Tyler, ”Cradle of the Republic”, p* 107
Hening, vol* I, p. 361

tlthabXes*

This state of affairs had a tendency to Increase

the burden of taxation on those people who were already on
the list*
RBe it enacted that, for the better dis~
eovery of the number of tithables, each county
shall be divided'In four precincts, in each of
which a commissioner shall be appointed* to whom
the constable Of each precinct shall warn the
Inhabitants, by the" tenth “of June, to bring In
the list of their tithablos, which, if any be
negligent, he shall pay double taxes for his
whole family and, if he give a false list, he
shall pay treble for each person concealed
The same'session of the Assembly passed an. act stating
thatthe governor and the

council would in the future levy

the taxes, providing, that the levy did not exceed twenty
pounds, per p o l X * ^

The reason given for this change in

the maimer of levying the tax was that the expense of these
gentlemen assembling was unnecessary*
In 1662 th© Assembly passed a law authorising the
building of a town in James City to consist of tliirty-two
brick houses*h To assist in this construction, a levy of
thirty pounds of tobacco was imposed on each individual*
From this levy each county was to have 10,000 pounds of
tobacco toward the building of each house*

The hardship

that this tax imposed upon the people is indicated by th©
fact that the approximate price of tobacco at this time
was around 2d par pound, and the population was something

14*
15*
16.

Honing, VOX* I, p* 19'
Ibid, vol* XI, p* 24
Ibid, vol. II, p.-172

under twelve thousand*
The condition of the Colony at this time,, and for the
next several years, was far from good*
almost worthless*

Tobacco had become

Virginia alone was raising more tobacco

in two- years than the whole of England could use in three ^
The salvation of the Colony during the year 1667 was the
occurrence of a terrific storm which swept the Colony and
destroyed the entire prop of tobacco#
- The impoverishment of the Colony continued' to a greater
or less extent up to 1686*

The condition of the Colony

depended upon the price received for tobacco*

In 1687,

nThe people of the Colony enjoyed great peace and plenty*”^
This beginning of the era of prosperity was due in no small
way to the restrictions placed upon the production of
tobacco*

Though th© people had suffered many hardships

in the past decade, they now were to enjoy prosperity*

Even

though the taxes were high and the demands by the govern-*
mont were increasing, the people were able to meet these
now demands*
The tax law of 1686 read that 104- pounds of tobacco
for each tlthable was to be the'year1© taxes

i t ’’Is

interesting to note Horthumberland County* e share of this

17#
18*
19*

Bruce, ^Economic History”* vol* I, p* 396
Ibid, p* 409
Honing, vol* XXX, p* 38

tax?
702 tlthablos at 104 pounds per poll— 73,008 lbs*
♦ of tobacco, to be paid, namely s
To John Bridgeaan ,
To salary.
To Gapt* George Erent for self
and soldiers

800
06,617
66,170

In the year 1697 the population of the Colony was
80,000, and the levy for the year was nineteen pounds of
tobacco per tlthabl©.^* In 1700 the levy was nine pounds
op
of tobacco*
The above levies show the fluctuation that
went on continually in the Colony from year to year*

The

probable reason for th© low levy of 1700 was that there
was a surplus left in the treasury from the previous year*
It would seem* from the' fact that' th© Assembly passed a bill
calling for the further building of th© Capitol and the
construction of a jail, that the taxes for the year would
have been increased over the previous year, when there was
no extraordinary expense on the Colony*

The records show

that the greatest revenue for this period was derived from
the imposition of duties on th© products going out of the
*

Colony, as well as from th© various taxes which were being
imposed on the articles manufactured in the Colony#

During

f

these years of plenty, much improvement was being carried
on in the Colony*

20#
21*
22.

Among the appropriations made In the

Honing, vol. 3, p. 39
Ibldf p* 166
Ibid, p. 202

26-

year 1705-10, were the Capitol; the governor’s palace and
■stables and •ornaments for the palace; and the jail*,

Dur

ing these years the tax laws were enforced and the levies
were paid*
The levy for 1710 was nine and a quarter pounds of
tobacco*

After that year, until 1735, there is no account

of how much was levied*

There is, however, some informa

tion concerning the appropriations of the period*

In 1718

the Assembly authorised that 1000 pounds out of the treas
ury be laid out for the education of the natives of the
country*2^

In 1722, 4000 pounds was to be spent for the

encouragement of making tar and hemp*

For every barrel of

tar 2s were given; for every gross hundred of hemp, 4s
QA

were to b© paid* ^

In 1756 an act was passed providing

for the sun of L768 9s 8d to be paid out of the public fund
for the aid of sufferers of Crags Creek Warehouse at the
rate of 2s per p o u n d * A t

the same time an appropriation

was made to buy arms for the defense.of the country, which
was in danger of war*
During the session, a special one called to meet an
emergency because of the war between England and Spain, a
levy of L6 was imposed to meet the expense of an army raised.
In the Colony, which was to go to ib© West Indies to fight

23.
24*
25*

Honing, vol* 4, p. 74
Ibid, p. 96
Ibid, p* 533
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the Spaniards#

It Is well to Indicate here how the poll

tax had declined in the Colony since ,1654*

The revenue is

In pounds sterlings
Tear

Total

1654
1671
1700
1740

1802
5250
1333
790

1765

1075

e6

The levy for the taxes of 1745 called for the imposi
tion

offivepounds perpoll*

This

to defray the expense of anarmy

moneywas appropriated

to march against the Can

adians*
In 1748 an act was passed providing for the militia
to be paid out of the public fund;
Cavalry
Colonel
Lieut* Colonel
Major
Captain
Lieutenant
Cornet
Quartermaster:
Corporal
Trumpeter
Trooper
Foot
Colonel
Major
Captain
Lieutenant
Ensign
Sergeant
Drummer
Soldier
26.
27*

pn

Pounds of Tobacco
per day
60
50
50
30
30
25
25
22
22
20
50
50
40
30
25
20
18
15

Sydenstricken, "Brief History of Taxation in Va.’j p. 105
Hening, vol. 6, p* 116
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During this session an appropriation was mad© for the
encouragement of producing tar and hemp; also an appropria

te

tion was made for the payment of rewards for killing wolves*
Both of these were to he paid out of the public treasury*
During the session of the Assembly of 1756, a greater
appropriation was .made than at any other period in the his
tory of Colonial Virginia*

This was due to the fact that

the Colony had to bear its portion of the cost of the wars
in which England was then fighting.

The 51,000 pounds

levied was to be paid by a tax per poll of three shillings
per tithable.

Another appropriation during the same year

was made for the purpose of paying the Indians who had come
to the rescue of the Colonyi not to exceed 300 pounds*

This

was to bo paid by the imposition of an additional 2s tax.
The final act of the session of the Assembly of. this
year was to impose an additional tax of 5s on each tithable
for the next succeeding six years*

This was to pay the

cost of the war above what money had been already brought
into the treasury, and to give the king a further revenue
\
for the further protection of the Colony*
Of all the taxes levied up to 1774, the greatest pro
portion, In fact, practically all of the poll tax, went to
pay back the debt that had been created during the French

28*

Hening, vol. 6, p* 144

and Indian Wax4 in supporting the Mother Country*

The Col

onists were not only compelled to' fight for what they thought
was needed protection9 but they had to pay the greater part
of the cost4' $hisf perhaps^ should he a lesson to states-’
men of the twentieth century in the futility of war*

Some

men give ,their blood for the immediate'cause while others
die under the burden of debt which their forefathers left
upon them*
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III
fAXBS PROPER
In dealing with the subject, nTaxes Proper %

It Is the

author*& aim to discuss such taxes as those on land (apart
from the qult-rents)# processes, vehicles, and live stock*
Although the taxes on these various subjects did not con
tribute a vast amount of money to the revenue system of the
dolony, they played an important part in showing the gener
al tendency in the growth of taxation*

If was not until

1645 that the tax on land and other subjects of ownership
in the Colony were taxed at all*

Heretofore the poll tax

and the revenue derived from imposts and excise taxes, and
levies on exports and imports were the primary sources of
financial assistance*
By research into the records to disclose who was
elected to the House of Burgesses, it becomes clear why
the members of the Assembly did not want a tax on land or
anything classed as an object of direct ownership*

These

representatives were, due to the restriction In suffrage,
the wealthy landowners in the Colony*

The land tax would

shift the'financial burden to their shoulders*

In this

period, as in every other period of our history, the wealthy
class, whether it be In land ownership or In money, or in
stocks and bonds ^ uses hi a utmost power to shift the burden

**,30-

of taxation to another’s shoulder* ,
As has'been said above, the only form, of .taxation in
the Colony up to 1645 was the poll tax*

.'When the Assembly-

met during this year there was widespread opposition by the
masses of the poor people to a further imposition of poll
tax*

The only alternative for the members of the Assembly
i

was to tax some form of property In order to relieve the,
distress of the poor*

The subject taxed was land#

The

amount paid as a tax was four pounds of tobacco for every
one hundred acres in the owner’s possession#

This-act-of

the Assembly was not at all satisfactory, due to the fact
that the poll tax of the previous years had not been re
pealed*

Therefore, not' only did the Colonists have to pay

the additional tax on land and personal property, but they
also had to pay twenty pounds as a poll tax*

The taxable©

for 1645 are as follows*
100 acres of land
One cow, three years old
»
Horses, mares, and geldings
A breeding'sheep
A breeding goat
A tithable person

4
4
32
4
2
20

lbs*
11
”
,
1?
”
n

of tobacco
11
n
11
n
11
n
11
”

This law, however, Imposing tlio tax on real estate and
1

pei'sonal property, was repealed during the session of 1648*
Probably the reason that It xms drafted in the* above manner.

1*

Bruce, 11Institutional History”, vol* 1, p*

—si**

is that the members of 'the Assembly knew the hardships ■that
*

•4 .

i t .would Inflict and thought that it would have hut a short
life*

Without doubt the passage of. the above' act was very

encouraging, to the. governor and his council* who*were in
favor of the poll tax*

‘They wanted to establish in the

Colony a system of -franchise on the basis of ownership*
thereby suppressing those citizens who were isrlthout prop
erty and of least us© to the interest of the Grown* vis*,,
tlae tenants, small farmers, and mechanics ,2

It was these

V

individuals* however* who were the backbone of the Colony
and gave life to'it#

The reason for the repeal of the tax*

as given by members of the Assembly* was that it had been
used only as a matter of increasing the funds to support .
*
*
the war Which the Colony had waged against the Indians*
In the session of 1662 the tax on horses* which had
been repealed in 1648* was re-enacted*

llothlng is said

concerning' any further tax on any other personal property*
The amount of this tax on horses is' unknown*

Its purpose

was to raise funds to pay the reward for hilling wolves*
especially on the frontier*
A
by the following acts

This act was repealed In 1666
'

^Viheroas* the act of levying the encourage
ment for the killing of wolves upon horses* by
o
2* Sydonotrlcker* nA Brief History of Taxation. In ?a*j p*4
6; Bruce* 13Economic History35* vol* 1* p* 376
4»Haning* vol* 2* p* 216

reason of the great inequality thereof * imposed
too great a burden on the frontier counties* which
have the most wolves to kill and the fewest horses
to bear the charge* It Is enacted, .by this Grand
Assembly and the authority thereof* that the act
shall bo and hereby is repealed* and the former
law paying the encouragement per poll be revived
and continued•*
On through the years at various times an attempt was
made to put a tax on personal property and land*

The poll

tax continued to increase and the export and import duties
were becoming a burden* and It became necessary to devise
other methods of raising revenue to support the government*
In 1752 a special tax was placed upon chariots of
various kinds* the tax ranging about ten shillings*
One year later* 1753, a tax of two shillings was im
posed upon negro, mulatto, and Indian slaves*

This tax

was in harmony with the popular opinion and the law of the
seventeenth century, which stated that slaves were personal
property and were to be taxed as such*- This tax, as well
as the tax of one shilling three pence on land, which was
enacted in 1754, went to defray the expense of L2000 which
had been appropriated for the defense of Dinwiddle County.
In 1756 this tax on real estate had been enacted again.
This year, however, the amount of the tax was only one
shilling per hundred acres and proportionately for a lesser
or greater amount*

This tax was to run for three success

ive years*
Two thousand pounds of the above tax- was appropriated

during the same year'for the purpose of building forte*

It

mx®t be remembered that each time-that the 'land tax was
Imposed, if was done to meet some grave emergency, usually
a war with the Indian© or an assistance to England in her
numerous wars*

By 1758 the tax on real estate had Increased

to the extent of two ©hillings per hundred acres and it was .
to run for three consecutive years, beginning with the year
-

■

1761*

*

This levy went to pay the expense of the defense of

the frontier to the amount of 20,000 pounds *

At this time

England was at war with the French and the Indians,

In

accordance with England’s colonial policy, the Colonists
were paying their ©hare of the expense*

During the same

year a special session of the Assembly was called and an
additional nine pence per hundred acres was Imposed.

By

1769 the total tax on land had reached four shillings*
Every effort was being made by the members of the Assembly
to avoid placing a greater burden per poll, which, at that
time, had reached considerable proportions*

The following

extract gives an idea of the attitude of the Assembly!
*Taxes on process, ordinary vehicles, wheel carriages, and
an additional duty on slaves, a tax on tobacco, made and
shipped, are easy to the people and not so burdensome as
the poll tax.*1®
In 1771 the tax.of twenty shillings on four wheel

5*

Honing, vol* 8, p* 343

vehicles'.and a tax of t e n .shillings to be paid, on two-wheel
chassis were made, &'yearly tax*

By 1775, however, It had

increased to doctble the "first enactment * 'The land tax eontinned to be four shillings per hundred acres.

All of

these taxes grew "out' of 'the' necessity to raise more money*.
Thus, it is evident that, at the end of the Colonial
period, the taxes were being directed toward the subject
of real and personal property*

In fact, the year 1775

found the Colony Of Virginia in a state of ,ohaos!* Eolations
had been severed with the Mother1Country to* a great extent;
they were' burdened with the expense of previous wars and
attacks by the Indians; and there wa3 no money to finance
an army which was being mobilised to fight for the Inde
pendence of the country*
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XV

Xt was not until the meeting of the House of Burgess
es In X651-3B that the Colonists found it nedessary to
Impose duties upon 'iressols coming into or leading' their
harbors ♦

A duty, as the term was used In Colonial Virginia,

was the charge placed upon the cargo of a vessel coming
into the port of entry or going out'from the Colony*
'The Colonists resorted to this f o m of taxation in
order to secure supplies of shot and gunpowder with which
to fight the Indians, and, at the same time, to defray .any
expense that the government might incur in Its operation*
The surplus was to go Into the treasury tmder the supervi
sion of the proprietary governor, 'v?ho was the representa
tive of the king in the Colony.
The 'English -and continental seamen little objected to
the Imposition of the duties, because, when they had trans
ported the cargo of tobacco across the ocean from tho Col
ony, the profit‘received was far in excess of that received
when they traded in other lands*

This might be illustrated

by the fact that in 1619 twenty thousand pounds of tobacco
was exported to England from Virginia*

The price of the

choice leaves during this year was seventy-five cents per

—«3St

pcmnd*

There was- only a small reduction in the price of

this commodity during the next few years, in spite of ‘the
fact that Virginia exported to'England well over 1,500,000
pounds of tobacco in 1659*
The' first duty Imposed by'the -House- of Burgesses was'
in 1651-52.

The act ./provided that "Every vessel coming out

of the ocean shall, until further'order be taken therein,
pay after the rate of one barrel of gunpowder and ton iron
shot for every hundred tons1 burden#11^

This duty is de

scribed by Bruces
"This tax consisted of one barrel of powder
and ten iron shot# The fort \me completed in
1652 and the provision as to the amount' of powder
and shot to be delivered by every ship on its
arrival was expressly renewed,: ISi 1632, to the
payment of one-fourth pound of tobacco and a pro
portionate! amount of shot for,every ton represent
ed in its bulk* Three years after its enactment
the number of forts in Virginia h a d ;increased’to
five* The duty was now placed at fifty pounds of
powder for ^vory vessel of two hundred tons and
■■an amount in proportion for every ship of'greater
or smaller burden. A proportionato' amount of
shot, matches, and other materials used in do2 fense was to be delivered * The mariners of all
classes complained of theseacharges, as well as'
of the tax for the administration of the oath of
allegiance to each passenger who arrived In the
Colony, and for registering each hogshead sent
out* In 1643 the "castle11 duty law of 1633 was
re-enacted* The quantity of tobacco to be paid
In settlement of the castle duties was Increased
from J pound to |> pound on every ton of the bur
den of the ship. The quantity "of'lead and 'shot
was fixed at three pounds* ‘As a means of secur
ing a full collection of these articles, officers
were appointed on all the important rivers in the
inhabited parts•
.of Virginia who,wore to receive
the duties in kind or in valuable *commodities *
1.

Honing, vol. 1, p* 176

In case of collision between the master of the
vessel and the man in charge of the port, the
recognition of the latter was to be forfeited*
..a***.#**.«**«*«' in 1661—62g ufrer a lapse of
years, the castle duties were again made'pay
able in powder and shot at the rate of 'a half
pound of tobacco azid three pounds of shot for
every ton represented in the burden of the ship
arrived* It was permitted for the master of the
ship to settle these diitles in money sterling or
in bills of exchange *!!S
The only other duty imposed during the session of ‘
1631-32 was that of sixty-four pounds of tobacco on each
newcomer to the Colony If he planted tobacco the first year
of his stay*

Just why this bill was passed is only a mat

ter of conjecture*
ernor in the Colony
ing

Ho doubt the drown Instructed the gov
to levy this duty as a means of increas

the revenue for benefit of the king’s treasury* .If

this be true, the revenue returned must have been very
groat, because of the fact that the chief reason for set
tlers coming to this country was the probability of grow
ing wealthy by means of cultivating tobacco*
During the period, 1633-53, there were practically
no duties imposed except those dealing with the exporting
and importing of tobacco*

These acts were not imposed to

regulate trade* between the several colonies of Great
Britain, but they were imposed specifically for revenue
purposes*

2*

V.’hon there was little or no need for the rev-

Bruce, "Economic History of Virginia", vol* 2, p* 349
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enue* the tax/ was discontinued, as. In 1653*

In that year

the General Assembly passed'an act as followsg

"Be It en

acted' that no inhabitant exporting tobacco out of the Col
ony ©hall' be liable'for the payment of any tax. or customs
whatsoever^. notwithstanding any act or acts providing to
the contrary*'®0
In 1657 a duty of two shillings was imposed on each
hogshead of ‘tobacco;going out of Virginia*

The payment of

this money was secured by the master of the vessel before
the tobacco was allowed to be moved#

Out of the money

raised, six hundred pounds sterling was to be paid to the
Honorable Samuel Mathews, Esquire, Governor*
By 1659 this tax on tobacco had steadily Increased
until. In 1669, it had reached ten shillings sterling oh
every hogshead of tobacco that was exported from the Colony
to any other country except England*

Virginia owners of

the produce were exempted#
Behind this steady increase in taxation was the idea
of cutting off exportation from the Colony to any other
country except England*

This, together 'with the Naviga

tion Acts, reduced the Colony to a state of starvation by
1664*

In that year the tobacco crop of Virginia was worth

less than three pounds, fifteen shillings to, each person*^

3# Honing, vol* 1, p* 410
4* •Chandler & Thames, "Colonial Virginia", p# 154
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This being true. It. la no wonder that those* sturdy farmers
should have complained about taxation*

To the Virginians,

tobacco was money, without which they could neither pay ;
their debts nor taxes*

with the/cheap price'of tobacco. It

was necessary to grow.a greater quantity of tobacco In order
to meet the levies which were continually getting higher*
During the year 1660 the duty on tobacco had Increased two
shillings, making the total duty twelve shillings on the
hogshead*

Out of this sum* for that year, the governor

was to receive 700 pounds of tobacco for his services*

Ma

jor Hammonds was allowed 1200 pounds of tobacco for services
to'the country, and 1100 pounds was allowed Sir Henry 'Moody*
'Tii© remainder of the levy was to be. collected by the Col-,
lectors* an account .made to the Assembly* which, in turn,
would have'it distributed to the,creditors of the Colony*
During the session of the Assembly o f -1662, a new subject of -levy was Inaugurated, that of a duty on r u m .and
sugar*

This was begun* because the duty on tobacco had been

repealed in the previous year *

Another reason was the,pro

tection It gave the makers of run and sugar In this country*
The act imposing, this duty read .as. follows?

-

6*

. •, ■

nW a m ? ® m the'excessive abuse of rum''hath ■
been, by ©asperieuc©,' found to bring diseases
and death to-diver$' persons, and, the purchase
.thereof made possible by 'the exportation and
,tmfurBlshing of the country of Its own, supplies ;
and staple commodities, it Is enacted that
Boning, vol. 2, p. 128

• *
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*

whatsoever vessel shall, after the first,of larehf
1663, except' those' such as bellng wholly to the'
inhabitants of this country, bring In the® any
■rum or sugar, the said vessel so ■bringing 11 In
shall not unload: or sell the. same at.any place or
‘places, but as by the act' of the 'Assembly appoint
porta for the vent of that commodity and'shall
bring the same on shore and enter the quantity
and pay for every gallon of rum. six pence customs
and for every pound of sugar one penny, before
they be permitted to sell or.dispose of any part
thereof* '
Tills act was repealed In 1664, because it interfered with
trade*During this same session, the duty on tobacco Was "reestablished to the amount, of two shillings.-' In order‘to
get the correct account of the number of hogsheads, the . ‘'
master of the ship h a d to give his boatswain* a book to the ’
Colony collector for supervision*

I n .event of-■a false' state

ment, on© "moity" was to go to the Informer and the re
mainder was to go to the public good.

By this method It *

was hoped that' a true accotinting by each ship’s-master
would be obtained*
In many' Instances'" the' captains of ships' made ‘much ef
fort to avoid payment of the duty.

Even as early as 1662 ‘

'smuggling had become quite an art*

The foreign ■ships would

come up the Chesapeake Bay to Baltimore and have the to
bacco loaded on them in boats from Northumberland and other
parts of Virginia*

To. combat this practice, the Assembly

passed an act stating that the heads of. the various fam
ilies' In this country were to send an account of. the hogs-

heads.of tobacco.to
the commissioners
and that-■ the plant• ■
?
■
or was not -to ■allow the 'tobacco to leave his place until
he r eceive d c e r t i f i c a t e from'the 'collector stating that
the duty had been paid*

"The .head of the family was also

required to sbSte .to whom he had sold -the tobacco-*
During 1665, .In order to lighten the burden of taxa
tion on the people, the Assembly again Imposed the tax
of ten shillings per hogshead on exported tobacco*

This

duty was to be paid in sterling silver money or in bills
of exchange with good securities or in good valuable
commodities at twenty-five per cent advance#

The castle

duty continued to be one-half pound of powder and 'three
pounds of lead shot per ton.

For every passenger on the

ship, the captain had to pay a duty of sixpence or one
shilling per ton o n ’hi© cargo to'lieu thereof. ’ In. 1670,
15,000 hogsheads of tobacco were shipped to England at
two shillings per hogshead*
In 1680 the Assembly passed an act which clarified
’
»
all previous duties# This act provided?
"That every hogshead of tobacco that was
exported out of the Colony or every 500 pounds,
there was to be a duty of tiro shillings, ‘and
for every ship that came to /the Colony,' a charge
of a half-pound of gunpowder and three pounds
of lead shot or one shilling and three pence .
sterling, "was to bo paid per ton of the vessel
mid sixpence per poll for all persons imported .
except mariners*"
6•

.Honing, vol. 2, p* 466
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All former acta were repealed.
The lessening of the duties was a matter of short
duration'*

This was-necessary because of, the fadt that the

country was now and it- was growing in else as well as in
population*

New "markets wore being opened up and new en

terprises Instituted, such as salt .works, looms, and'tan
neries*

It was only a period of a few years before the

Assembly began to ,
impose more duties*

It .must be'remem

bered that the imposition of.one duty lasted only for the
following year, unless It was specifically stated other1713G *
Beginning with 1691' the duty on liquor was again
Imposed*

The reason for this was that the legislators

arrived at the conclusion that It would' be a means of
lessening the poll tax, which was net a very satisfactory
method of raising money, as it was such an imposition on
the tit&afoles* -The duty 021 liquors was to be as follows 5
four pence per gallon on all foreign liquors, spirits,or wines not coming-directly from England*

If it were

imported'In vessels built- in'the Colony, two pence per
gallon was charged*

In either case the liquor was not
f
to be landed until the duty had been paid* The money
collected from this duty was to go Into the treasury of
the dominion, and thence to be paid to Its proper objects*
Of course the treasury of England was eagerly waiting for
all that remained after the debtors of the Colony were
•Satisfied*

- The ne35:t important purpose for which a levy of duties
was made was. estsbllehtog.the' .College .of William and Mary*
This is /the 'first .toatanoe in whioh the .0 r o m specifically
gave something; back to the Colony in return f or the enormans amount, of revenue ,tliUi the Colony had returned to '"
n
England. .. in' 1695 •'the' ilspombly passed 'the following' aotf ,
13Be it enacted by the governor* council*
and Burgesses of this General Assembly and the
authority thereof* and it is hereby enacted
that from and after the first day of 1 amiary
next* there shall be satisfied and paid to the
majesty 4 their heirs* and their successors and
toward the better support and maintenance o f :
the College of William and Mary In Virginia
speedily intended by Cod1s grace to be erected
'at Middle Plantation within this government £
The following duties* customs and imposts
for the goods* waros* and merchandises' which
shall be exported* carried out'of their majesty 1 s
dominion either by land or by water* that is to
say*8 .
every raw hide
n tanned hide
15
dressed buckskin
11
n
doeskin
* undressed doeskin
beaver
11
otter
%i wildcat shin
n Biink skin
®
dozon raccoon
%1
,? muskrat
■315 elk skin

3d
6d

Id:
l|-cl
5 farthings
3d
2d
1-|&
Id
5d
2d
4&d

The penalty for act' abiding by this act meant the forfeiture of all goods* one-half going to the Colony and one-half

7m
§.#

Honing* vol» 6 * p* 123
Idem -

<*
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*

going to the king*
During 1695 the only duty paid m s
liquors*

an Impost on

This was imposed in order1to lighten the burden

of levy on the people#

In fact* It was only a continua

tion of the- former '1691■levy#

The only difference was

that fhe four pence on the gallon was to Include brandy*
rum* and cider except that they come from England or Wales#
The penalty for not paying the impost was to be 100 pounds
sterling* paid by the master* merchant* or owner#
the same year a duty was imposed on servants#

During

This duty

had the dual purpose of keeping down the levies per poll*
and for the support of the Capitol#

Fifteen shillings

was to be paid for each servant brought into the dominion
from England or Hales* and twenty shillings for each negro
or other servant brought in#

As a penalty for bribing

the collector or of a false entry, the importer was fined
100 pounds sterling*
Chapter twenty of the acts passed in the Assembly of
1705 for revenue purposes shows a clear indication that
the situation In the Colony was very prosperous#

The gov

ernor was improving his- standard- of living or increasing
his cost of living* as the case might be* by keeping up
with the times*

His immediate superiors were following

close in his footsteps#

Hew and finer houses were built#

To support these ever-increasing advancements it was

necessary for the treasury to increase Its revenue*

Hew

roads had to he built* the College- had. to ho maintained*
and the government had to be supported#

These expenses

wore met by the passage of an act stating that*
nFoT the better support of the .govern
ment of this * Her Majesty1s colony and Dominion
of Virginia, and for the ascertaining of the
salaries of the councilman, whereas there is
a great deal and continual requirement for the
maintenance of the goveivtor and several officers
and persons, also for forts' and fortifications,
besides many other contingent expenses absolute—
ly for the support of the government and their
Majesty1a colony and Dominion, a duty of two
shillings per hogshead and for every 500 pounds
and so for a leas quantity for all tobacco
being exported*n
Among the other duties passed by the same Assembly
la a duty of one shilling, sixpence for fort duty! six
pence per poll for every servant or slave brought into the
Colony*

The Virginia owners were exempted from the tax

of two shillings and also from the port duty provided that
they could show a certificate to the effect that their
vessels were owned In Virginia*
To meet the expense of the College of William and
Mary which,, after ten years, was serving the Colony in the
furtherance of education, the legislature passed a similar
act to that of 1693, the only difference being in the amount
of duty placed on each of the commodities exported*

The

act was as follows! t For every raw hide, three pence! for

9*
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©very dressed buckskin* one penny, three farthings! for
every tanned hide, six pence! for every undressed buck
skin, one penny| for every doe skin, three farthingsj
for every pound of beaver* three pence; for every other
skin, three pence ; for every wildest skin, one penny* half

penny; for every .'skunk skin, •one penny; for ©very fox skin,
one penny, halfpenny; for every dosen raccoon skins, three
pence; for every oik skin, four pence halfpenny*

These

fees were to be carefully collected under the penalty of
one-half of the merchandise going to the Informer and onehalf going to the queen#

The duties received in this man

ner afforded a very important amount for education*

The

Collage of William and Mary benefited greatly from the
amount received*
ho other duties were passed by the Assembly until 1710
at which time the old duties on tobacco and slaves were re
enacted and increased*

The cause of this increase in duties

was the necessity to buy more ammunition and build more
fortifications as protection from the Indians*

Funds toward

building the governor1© mansion were derived from this duty
also#

It is interesting to note’that this act included

not only hogsheads of tobacco, but also chests, cases* and
barrels*

Many instances had happened when the owner of the

tobacco would disguise' his product by packing It in some
other container 'than the hogshead in order to avoid payment
of the duty*

‘The act provided for two shillings on each

exported container of tobacco*

The same chapter# article

throe# called for the, payment of one shilling# -three pence
port duty on each' ton of the vessel either loading or un**
loading*

Article .seven continued the duty o f six pence

per poll oh all servants and slaves Imported*

.The penalty

for false entry of the subjects of this act was ten pounds
>
sterling*
* The next entry of an imposition of a duty was in 1726,
at; which time the question arose whether to raise the levy
or to increase the export duties* ■ As .might be expected# the
act was .passed in favor, of the duty*

Et?en though this

worked a hardship on the Colonists and their trade# it
seemed to be the popular means of, raising money to finance
the various public enterprises*

The principal recipient

of this duty was the College of William and Mary*
The duty imposed on wine# brandy# and distilled liquor©
ifas three pence per gallon*

This duty was to- run for three

years and at the' end' of that period a duty of -one pence
^per gallon was to continue for twenty^one year© *

A duty

on cider, .beer# and ale was passed during the same years
this was to m m for five years*

Hon© of these duties was

attached to liquors coming from England*

The object was

to promote commerce with the Mother Country*. 'England chose
this method of dictating to the Colony with whom it might
trade. For failure to give a true entry of the product
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Imported# or .for* act'.-of' bribery# the penalty was,.100 pounds
sterling# one third to go to the king# one third to the
governor# and one third to the informer*^
In, 1732 the Assembly re-*enacted the duty on/liquors
of three pence per gallon*

This act was/more definite

then any other passed up to that time*

It was to run for

five years# as was stated in the act of 1726# and at the
end of that period there would be a duty of one penny per .
gallon for twenty-one years •

An appropriation of too hun

dred pounds per annum during this time was to go to the
support of the College of William and Mary# which was to
be paid from this duty*

The penalty for evading payment

of this duty was on© hundred pounds of current money# divid
ed into thirds as mentioned in .the previous act*

Article

II of .ill© same chapter declared that th© return from duty
on liquor was not enough to support the governor in the
proper state of dignity*

This resulted in the Assembly

passing an act placing a duty of five per cent on the pur
chase price of each slave# to be paid by tho purchaser*
If the duty was not paid# on©~half of th© purchase price
was to go to tho governor and on©-half to the informer*
Tills duty1was *tO' run for four years and ,no longer

10.
11*

Honing# vol. 4# p. 148
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Paring tho year 1700# tho Assembly had much difficulty
in collecting tho revenue on tobacco#'liquors# end other

coimsoditloo which w o
o M g b in America#

exported to togXaad and other col**

In 1734 tho Assembly made renewed effort

Coward naking bettor collootiono*

Tho moat difficulty

w&e oaeomitorod In ©ollocttog revenue'due th© College*
ip

following act was passed in 1704 s

ttUhor©as tho College of william and Mary,
consisttog of a president# six masters# and
one hundred scholars# mono or lose grafiuateo#
founded and endowed by Illiam and Hary# etc*#
and sine© encouraged and supported by several
gifts and donations# hath of late beon much ear*
tailed to its revenues# by divers frauds and
abuses# particularly in tho exportation of to
bacco lienee to other Dritioh plantations in
America without paying th© duty of on© penny
per pound imposed by Parliament in lu&glibid* made
in tli© twenty-fifth year of King Charles XI#
fhloti was p a n t e d by said royal charter# among
other things# certain trustees therein appointed
for erecting# building# and founding-tho said
College# etc*# and in tho exportation of skin's
and furs without payii^g tho several duties toposed by tho Act of tho Assembly of the fourth
year of the rolgh of Xuoca Ann© for th© better
support of Said Collogo# so that by th© deficit
in said revenues dhlcsli fall ©hort of th© expenses'
by one hundred fifty pounds per annum# it has
fallen to each debt that must Increase when tho
aaifieoo and buildings need repair *15
For better onforeenont of tho previous laws# a law was
passed enforcing th© Imposition of cm© penny per pound
for all tobacco consigned to anyone of the British col
onies to America*

12*

Th© chipper was required to oa&© an

Honing# vol* 4# p« 420

The
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oath before a justice that the goods carried on his ship
did not carry any tobacco* or that he had a certain amount
of tobacco on board* as the case may have been#

He was

then given a certificate which he in turn gave the collect**
or in port in which he unloaded! *the said collector re
ceived the one penny per pound duty#

Any tobacco sent to

Carolina to evade payment of this duty would be forfeited#
It is interesting to note that all professors of the
College and the students were exempted from the duties
imposed#

During 1636 the total amount of z*evenue derived

from wines and liquors wont to support the College and
reduce its indebtedness*

The Assembly of this year passed

an act providing for the continuation of the liquor tax
for four years longer and. no more#

This repeal* which was

to be enforced four years hence* terminated the duties on
liquor including that of one penny per gallon which had
been imposed in a previous act to run for the next suc
cessive twenty-one years.

However, this law was only of

short duration. The duty was imposed again in 1774 and
again in 1747*
In 1740* due to the fact that England was at war
with Spain* the Colony was called upon to re-onforce its
forts and to prepare for defense of its shores against
the enemy*

The first act of the Assembly of that year

was to appropriate 8000 pounds for the purchase of anas

to defend it s poodle*

To moot this emergency* an act was

passed increasing the duty on slaves five pea?'cent#

Hie

previous duty on imported slaves had been six pence* paid
by the buyers this method was changed to payment by the
seller* in order to insure better collections *

Of this

duty* five hundred pounds was appropriated to the lieu
tenant governor to pay for an expedition against the
Spaniards#

The remainder was used to support those who

were wotmded in action#'

COLLEGE OE WILLIAM & MARY

In* 1745 the members of the Assembly* after much dis
cussion and probably some embarrassment at not knowing
exactly the duties on wines and liquors* passed an act
providing for the reduction of all laws in regard to
liquors to on© act#

This act contained a revision of all

the old laws and a full statement of the liquors duties
then in effect#

It was as followsi

is

nFor ©very gallon of rum* brandy* or other
distilled liquor* and every gallon of wine after
the tenth of June shall be imported shall be
paid two pence by the importer for a period of
four years # And one other duty of one penny
shall b© paid by the imported for eleven years*
For every" gallon of cider* beer* and ale imported*
one penny per gallon shall bo paid by the import
er for four years#11
There was to be no tax-on any of the above commodities
that came directly from Great Britain#

15*

Hening* vol# 4* p# 450

The penalty for
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any irregularities" was one hundred pounds * . If any of the
above corumodities were transferred from one district to
another without first having boon given a certificate
stating that ,all duties had been paid the whole amount
was forfeited* one third going to the king* a,like amount
to the governor and one third to the informer*
Tho duty of two pence on wine and one penny on each .
gallon of cider* beer* and ale went Into the treasury of
the Assembly for the general support of the government*
However* the one penny on wine* rum* and brandy* as well
as other distilled liquors v/ent toward the furtherance of
education at the College of Y;Illiam and. Marys except the
Madeira wine drunk by the governor* which was free of duty
to the extent of ten pipes a year*
The duties for the College were continued without
variation up to 1751*

During this year an additional duty

of six pence was placed on wine and rum not coming from
Great Britain*

This duty was levied in addition to the

one penny of the former act*
yoars«

It was continued for four

During the year 1751* the Capitol at Williamsburg

was burned*

An appropriation to meet the damage was set

at 3000 pounds *

Another appropriation of this same Assem

bly was for the construction of a road, across the great
mountain*

It is tuifortunate that there is no account of

the amount of money that this project was to consume*
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This was the first project of road building of any conse
quence that had been undertaken by the Colonists.
A duty of five per cent on slaves, which ended in 1751,
was re-enacted in 1752 for the purpose of paying the debts
made by the Colony in supporting England with the war
against the French.

A portion of the returns from this

duty also went toward helping pay the expense of erecting
the Capitol.

This session of the Assembly was held In

the College of William and Mary*

In addition to the duty

on wines, etc., and that on slaves, which was to run un
til 1755, the Assembly passed an act for the construction
of a lighthouse at Cape Henry*

This cons time tlon was to

be paid out of a duty of two pence per ton by the master
of ships landing in the Colony.

The aet further provided

that the duty was to be paid to the collector, who, in
turn, paid it to the king for the benefit of the Colony*
Among the appropriations of 1752 was one hundred
pounds for the enlargement of the church at Williamsburg,
providing the building did not exceed the cost of one
hundred pounds*

An organ was to be installed, providing

that the expense of sending a man from England to make
Installation did not exceed two hundred pounds.
Beginning with 1753, at which time there was a gen
eral excitement over the French and Indian War, duties
began to— steadily Increase to meet the emergency.

The
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following duties war© Imposed for the next several years?
°175Sf in addition to toe six, a five pound per
14
cert mm placed on ©lave®, to continue until 1760#
17S4, an additional fifi per m a t m m placed on
slaves imported* 1 5

1700* an additional duty of four pen## was placed
on liquor#1®
rf7
1756, to# duty on slave® increased ten per cent*
1756, an additional duty on slaves, of tops©
shilling®, six pen#©!®

1707, a duty of two shilling# was placed on to
bacco for toe purpose of paying toe Indians
who came to toe assistance of to# Colony.1****
The reason for this continuous rise to duties m m
to# French end Indian War * the Colony was compelled to
assist England to her undertakings whether to# Colonists
derived any benefit from toe war or not#

England had

become almost bankrupt from toe war®, to which she had been
engaged for to# pact several years#

A vast amount of

debt owed by England was paid by to# revenue from to#
duties placed upon Colonial products*

In addition to toe

Colony1a having to assist England* they had to raise forts
for toeir own protection*

On© of to# appropriations men

tioned above was a price of ten pound® to be paid out o f.
the public treasury for each Indian scalp 'taken* provided

14*
15*
is#
17*
18#
19*

Honing* vol. 6* p# 41$
Ibid, p* 463
Ibid, p* 466
Ibid* p* 467
Ibid* p« 477
Idem-
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the Indian was over twelve years of age#

Two thousand

pounds was appropriated for the purpose of building forts*
Enough money was appropriated during the same period for
the support of the second regiment for two months*
The Assembly of 1758 continued the former acts im
posing duties.

Those that wero to have ended with that

year or within the next several years were continued*

This

was necessary to meet the expense of the war, which did
not end until 1763*
After the French and Indian War, the Colony became
more conscious of their power as a nation*
in the past, been looked to for protection*

England had,
The Colony

had been willing to pay the price for the protection that
the Mother Country had offered*

Consequently, when the

Colonists became conscious of their power, and when they
found a lack of protection from England, they mad© an
attempt to retrace their steps and, with the beginning of
1763, more uniformity in duties was shown#

England arrived

at a conclusion that the Colonists must pay their way as
well as that of the whole Colonial system*

In 1664 Par

liament passed the Molasses Act, which would have ruined
the Colony*

This act was the beginning of an English Col

onial policy which was doomed to end in the Declaration
of Independence by the American Colonies in 1773*

la 17§t tla# Assembly again passed act® assuring the
treasury of a fate revenue during the year® to -come*
renewed the duty

It

two shillings on tobacco beginning

with 1004 and to run for three year®*

$h£* duty would,

by the set imposing it, hay# boon repealed ia 1664©

8©**

ginning with 1661, at which time the former act would
have expired, the duty on ©very gallon of rum, brandy,
and any other distilled liquors that were brought into
this country was sot at four pence per gallons and for
every gallon of beer, elder, and ale brought in, the to*
19
porter had to pay one penny per gallon for one year*
Any liquor brought in on which the duty was not paid
was subject to confiscation*

the penalty for false entry

was on© hundred pounds, one third going to the king, one
third to the governor, and one tbted to the informer*

fhe

money derived from .this duty was appropriated to pay the
10,000'pound® borrowed for the purpose of protecting the
settler® along the Mississippi Steer*

Only the penny on

beer, etc*, was to go for the support of the College*
the session of 1761 continued the act providing for
duties that were a till running*

fh© duty on slave®, which.

continued to 1100, was to centime until 1707*

19*
20*
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" This

set, h o w w *

was supplemented during the special session

of that year by an imposition of a duty of twenty per cent
on the pur chase price of each ©lave, to be paid by any ■
importer from Maryland or north, Carolina*

fhe revenue d#**

rived was appropriated, to pay the public debt of the €ol~
any*

this duty wao repealed a few year© later, due to the

fact that It was' a .great burden on the people*

She purpose

for which It had boon inaugurated in the first place was
to raise 20,000 pound© for floating the Xnaians*

The year 1766 marked the end of the duty on liquor*
fhie, however, duo bo the general, condition of the country,
was not deemed advisablef so the Assembly continued the
duty on liquors for thro© more years*

the duty on slaves

was to continue for that period also*

in making this

request of the king, the Assembly stated that it was the
Only mean© of raising money which would impose a limited
burden on the people of tho Colony*

A© an inducement to

the kteg, the colonists agreed that it should not continue
longer than seven years, and that it would go to tho king*
Ho doubt, however, this revenue would go to the king in

lieu of some other revenue duo M s #

fia 1069' this duty

was reduced to five per coat*
At this time there was a noticeable Chang# In the
payment of various duties*

Formerly they had boon paid to

the Assembly, governor, or the collector himself in tho

very early dayaf now they were paid by the collector to
tho king#

Thl® m m the result of the act® passed during

this period*

The reason for this was that, after the

French and Indian War, the king became more determined to
get all of the revenue due him*

Heretofore,- he had not

boon very successful in his collections*
A new method of laying the duty on slaves, was' insti
tuted*

Heretofore,' the duty had ranged from a few pence

to twenty per cent of the purchase price*

This m m Ranged

to five pounds for each slave brought in and was to be
m

paid to the treasury for general use of the Colony*

The

penalty for not abiding by this act was ten pounds#
During the same year, 1772, an appropriation was made
of six thousand pounds for the erection of a lighthouse
.at Cap© Henry*

To meet this appropriation, a duty of four

pence per ton was placed upon vessels until Mi© lighthouse
. was paid for*

Thereafter it was to bo one penny halfpenny

per ton for maintenance of tho lighthouse*

21*
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V

LICENSE AND FEES
Although the system of license and ’fee© In the Col*
ony of Virginia contributed only a very small portion of
the revenue, it is well to Include them in a study of the
system of Colonial taxation, if for no other reason, than
to present the tendencies of that age*
The only fees taken up in this chapter are those
that contributed directly to the revenue of the Colony*
Those fees that were collected merely as a matter of pay*
Ing the salary of the individual officer collecting them
were not a part of the tax.

The salary not paid by fees

but out of a poll tax, as the minister1s salary, are not
discussed.
License, during this period, had two distinct uses#
One was to grant permission to do an act, and the other
was to restrict those individuals who might participate
in a certain branch of Industry*

The first may be lllus*
i

trated by the license to teach; the latter by the license
for ordlnary-keepers.
Among the first fees that are mentioned In the early

records of the Oolony Is that of the minister*

This in

dividual, who was most beneficial to the welfare of these
early settlers, was the one individual that was paid for
his services whether anyone else was paid or not*

The

salary of these servants of the people was paid, in the
main, by a poll tax; but, in addition to this tax, they
were given the privilege of charging other fees which
contributed in no small way to the financial returns for
tho year*

As early as 1631, an act of the Assembly allow

ed the minister to charge a fee for marriages and burials
The fee for marriage was two shillings six pence; for
burial, one shilling*

1

By 1643, however, the fee for .

marriage had increased considerably*

During that year

the fee was forty pounds of tobacco, and, if a license
had been obtained, the fee was one hundred pounds of top
bacco* By 1662 the fees for marriages were as follows?
”To the governor, two hundred pounds of
tobacco or twenty shillings sterling* The
clerk received fifty pounds of tobacco for writ
ing the bond license and returning the same to
the secretary for recording* The secretary re
ceived forty pounds of tobacco* The minister
who performed the ceremony received two hundred
pounds of tobacco for his services unless, by
bans; then he received fifty pounds of tobacco
or five shillings* The complete cost, then, of
being married in 1662 was approximately fifty
shillings, which was a considerable amount of
money for the period* This fee for the minister
continued as far as the records show, up to 1696*
How much longer, is not known*,
1*
2*
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In 1775 the price of a marriage license was forty shill
ings*

Another means by which the minister of the period

was allowed to Increase his salary, was that of deliver
ing prayers before the Assembly*

This was done by Invi

tation only, but the fee was usually ten pounds sterling*5
Among the first licenses issued In the Colony were
those to ordlnary-keepers in 1661#

This license was

issued not only as a regulatory measure for those individ
uals who kept riotous inns, but also as a means of revenue.
The revenue derived went to the governor, either as a means
of supporting that office or as a revenue to the king*
The act passed in 1661, which made this license possible,
stated that, in order to prohibit disorder and riots In
ordinaries, no one was to’ sell any drink except those
who obtained a license signed by the commissioner and
paid a fee of three hundred fifty pounds of tobacco to
tthe governor for the license*

This same law was again

re-enacted in 1787 except that the price of the license
was to be thirty-five shillings Instead of.the three
hundred fifty pounds of tobacco, *This act specified that
the fee was to go to the governor for the welfare of the
Colony,

The penalty for not obtaining the license was

two thousand pounds of tobacco*

5,

Bruce, "Institutional History", p. 161
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The price of the license increased in 1775 to forty
x.

shillings*

It is evident from this fact that the fee

went into the treasury of the Colony for the support of
the government which at this time, due to the disturbance
with England* was sorely in need of means of increasing
the revenue*
In 1661 the Assembly passed a law requiring those
persons who traded with the Indians to take out a license*^
This act was passed in order to limit* not the trad© i?lth
the Indians, which at that time was quite profitable, but
to select those Individuals who were best suited to carry
on this trade with the savages*

The principal trade

participated in at this time with the various tribes was
in skins and furs*

How much this license cost the mer

chant is not known*

It was Issued by the governor and

the penalty for not obtaining it was five hundred pounds
of tobacco for the first offense* one thousand pounds for
the second* and fifteen hundred pounds for the third of
fense* as well as a forfeiture of all the trading equip
ment.
jCuring the same session an act was passed entitled*
"Concerning the Indians"*

This act provided that the

Indians might be licensed to fish, oyster* and gather
wild fruit so long as they came unarmed*

4*
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The license was

’* 6 3 *

to be issued by two Justices*

c

Ho doubt this restriction

was Imposed as a protection against bribery on the part
of the officials*

Probably no charge was made for this

license as It was merely the act of giving permission*
Another form of license tax which deserves attention
was that of licensee to teachers and lawyers*

Each of

these licenses grew out of the efforts of the royal gov-*
ernor and his council to get a foothold upon the levying
of taxes, which the Colonists guarded with all their
power*

Th© first tax upon schoolmasters was In 1686,

and was only a matter of a few pounds of tobacco for the
purpose of paying the clerk for writing out the certifi
cate.

During Howard*s administration, however, the price

of the license to teach was twenty shillings*6

Due to

the fact that this tax was burdensome on a class of men
whom the Colony wished to encourage in their profession,
the law was shortly repealed*^
In 1748 the Assembly imposed a license tax upon
attorneys*

This is really the first tax Imposed upon

professions*

The license cost twenty shillings*

As a

penalty for the examiner to Issue the license without
first examining the applicant, he was to forfeit one hun
dred pounds *
5*
6*
7*

One-half of this amount went to the king

Hening, vol. 2, p. 140
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and one-half to the informer*8
In 1699 an act imposing fees on naval officers was
cx
as follows s
^For entering and clearing any vessel of
fifty tons5 seven shillings; for taking a bond,
2s Sd; for permitting trade# 2s 6d; for ©very
loading coquet, Is; for permit to sail, 5s; for
permit to remove imported goods from one dis
trict to another after they were once landed,
2s 6d; for entering and clearing a ship of fifty
tons and below.100 tons, 10s; above 100 tons,
LI 5 s *"
In 1705 the tendency to levy special tastes in order
to keep down the poll tax was continued*

During this

year a tax of one sixpence was levied upon all passengers
arriving in the Colony on merchant ships #

A license was

required of all persons who wished to take servants or
slaves out of the country, under penalty of onehundred
pounds for every slave so taken*
Peddlars were required to take out a license In
1756 by act of the Assembly**

Ihls was due to the fact

that much complaint had been made of the fact that these
individuals were disturbing the country by carrying off
furs and skins from the inhabitants*

For this license

the peddlar was required to pay ten shillings for the
benefit of the governor and five shillings to the clerk
for the bond of twenty pounds and

8*
9*
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As a
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penalty for being caught going out of the Colony with skins
or furs, the whole was to be forfeited, one-half to go
to the king for William and Mary College and the other to
go to the informer*
In 1759 the act regarding peddlars was reduced to one
act*

^he act required the peddlar to get his license from

the collector of duties upon skins and furs*

He had to

pay twenty shillings for the use of the governor, three
pounds for the use of the College of William and Mary, and
twenty shillings for the collector granting the license*
This act, however, did not continue for many years, duo
to the fact that the restrictions of peddlars did not
seem to be sufficient to curb their tendencies in carrying
off furs and skins*

In 1762 the Assembly passed an act

further restricting this class of merchants*

Beginning

with that year, the peddlar had to give bond of one hun
dred pounds to the king so that he would not export any
fur or skins without first paying the duty*

For this

bond he paid twenty shillings to the governor, five pounds
for the use of the College of William and Mary, and twenty
shillings to the clerk for the bond and the license*
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VI
QUXT-REHTS
The quit-rent was a form of taxation that played no
small amount of importance in the early history of the
Colony*

It was the means by which the king rented to the

Colonists land for their use.

By this method, tho king

remained overlord and the Colonists were his tenants.
This system of land-holding was introduced Into the Colony
in 1639*

The first rent was one shilling for every fifty

1

acres *
As an Inducement to have land taken up and cultivat
ed In the Colony, the landowners were given segen years
In which to pay the quit-rent.

This period of time, how

ever, did not last long, because more land was talcon up
than could be cultivated by the settler.

As shall be

later seen, this led to a subleasing of land in the Colony
by the land-holders to the newcomers.
Up to the beginning of the eighteenth century, the
quit-rents were paid in tobacco or money.

Although there

was some opposition to this form of tax and many evasions
p
of It, the collections showed a continuous increase.
1,
2.
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Under this system the free-holder who took tip the
land paid the rent as a recognition of the title, free
from any other obligation so far as ownership was conExcept for th© years in which the Assembly im
posed an additional tax on land to meet some emergency,
this was the only tax on land during the Colonial period*
Hie tax was paid to the king or his proprietor in the
Colony*

Hals was in accord with the fact that the king

assumed absolute authority over the land comprising early
4
Virginia*
In 1662 the Assembly passed a statute providing for
A 5
the manner in \7hlch quit-rents were to be paid*
There
had been some difficulty in the past concerning both the
collecting of the rents and th© manner In which compensa
tion was to b© made*

Money was quit© a problem in th©

Colony, and the owners of land had been paying the rent
in tobacco*

This, however, in 1662, appeared to be un

satisfactory to the king*

2*

This act of 1662 was an attempt

Bond, "Quit-Bent System in American Colonies”
Year
Pounds Collected
1684
574
1703
1845
1760
6000
A total of pounds collected up to 1703 was L22,418* .
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to remedy the existing Ills*

Beginning with this year,

the quit-rents were to be paid In tobacco or in money,
In w e n t that tobacco was need, it was to be paid at the
rate of two pence per pound,

6

the quityrants were paid

to the collectors appointed toy th© king.
It is to toe remembered that on© of the conditions
upon which a grant of a patent of ownership was made was
wjf

tho quit-rent t

wtJnder the provision© of law adopted In
1618, all persons whose tenure of their planta
tions was based upon th© ordinary head right,
were required to pay an annual rent of twelve
pone© for ©very fifty acre© conveyed to them,
tout this charge was not to begin until seven
years had passes,n
Quit-rent® in th© Colony were a continuous ©euro© of
ill feeling.

The farmor looked upon it as an encroachment

upon M e right of ownership.

As might to© expected, these

landholders evaded the law as ouch as possible and when
the law mad© them pay the rent in coin they mad© a great
er effort to ©wad© it.

A© a result of this situation,

the Assembly passed an act in 1646 authorising th© pay
ment to too made in tobacco at the rat© of three penco a
pound,®
However* there was a tendency in l#82f toy the gov*s

G, Honing* vol, 2f p, 99
7, Bruce* fiBc©name History1** vol, 1, p, 666
0 • Idem .

• 6 9 1*

erasor, to reduce the payment again to coin*

He proposed

that, when an individual owned property exceeding one
thousand acres, he should pay the quit-rent in coin*

9-'

Th© duty of collecting the quit-rents was a part of
the sherifffs work, for which he received ten per cent
of the returns as his compensation#

lhis, however, was

not always the case, as several times during the early
history of the Colony special collectors were appointed
to collect the rents#
The disposition of the quit-rents for the most part
went toward th© salary of the governor at one time, and
later they went toward the salary of the treasurer*

In

1645, after the payment of the treasurer^ salary, the
surplus was expended at the discretion of the Assembly*

10

In 1681'the governor authorised that the future pro
ceeds from the quit-rents were to go to the support of the
governmental administration in Virginia*

One of the

features that came under the affairs of the government
was the building of the College of William and Mary*

When

the foundation of this institution was laid, a large
proportion of the quit-rents collected went into the construction of the building* A

9, Bruce, vol, 1, p . 556
10* Hening, vol* 1, pp. 306-307
11. Bruce, vol# 1, p* 564
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There is much evidence that the most severe diffi
culty confronting the royal control of the land system in
Virginia was that of collecting the quit-rent s.

This was

because the Colonists in Virginia were completely under royal control and taxes of whatever description were to be
collected by the royal authority or its appointees*

Con

sequently, most stress was placed upon the siibject that
returned the most revenue*

12

ho definite attempt was made to collect the rent
until 1638 when Hawley cam© to the Colony as treasurer
13
for the Queen,
It is to be remembered that this even
took place about twenty years after the quit-rent system
was adopted in Virginia#

It is needless to say that this

new treasurer had no easy task in putting the records in
order and collecting the rents due the government*

Hot

until 1720 were the quit-rents in Virginia collected with
any expediency# 14
It was at this time that the dispute between the Col
ony and the Crown over the disposition of the revenue col
lected from the quit-rents was at its highest point*

This

dispute ended in the complete vindication of the right of
the Crown to dispose of this Income as It pleased.

12,
13,
14,

Bond, "Qult^Rent System In American Colonies”, p. 122
Ibid., p* 223
Ibid., p. 224 See p. 71 of this thesis,

Hote 14 (Concluded)
The following table shows increase from 1684 to 1715
Year
1684
1685
1690
1695
1700
1705
1709
1715

I*
574
1029
747
975
1750
1841
1852
2298

6

a

17
5
15
19
10
1
13
17

10
3
8
10
2
6
8
QX

V II

PIKES
A very important means of raising funds for the sup
port of the government and of enforcing the lav/ was by
fines#

This method of helping finance the government was

not instituted until about 1651#

One of the reasons that

fines were Imposed was that, at the death of Governor
Mathew in 1661, the Colony was left without a governor*
At this time the House of Burgesses met and declared itself the authority in the Colony*

Charles II returned

to the throne during this same year and appointed Berkeley
as governor of Virginia*

King Charles II had but little

regard for the Colony except so far as they were a source
of revenue for him, and they offered a means of satisfy
ing the demands for favors made by his favorites*

It

became necessary for the Colonists to enact any law pos
sible for* the support of the demands made on It and for
Its protection*

The Virginians were to find out shortly

that their support and loyalty to the new king was a cost
ly business*
In 1661-6S the Assembly passed an act placing a fine
of eighty pounds of tobacco on Individuals who stirred up
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frivolous suits, which had become a nuisance In the Col
ony*

Fifty pounds of the fine was to go to the public

us© and thirty pounds to the informer*

This act in itself

clearly Indicated the unrest that had taken possession of
the Colony, growing out of the above-mentioned political
strife*

The fine was levied by the Commonwealth1a men,

and, as in many cases, the difficulty was in making the
collections.

The legislature tried to remedy this condi

tion by authorizing the dosrk' of the court to collect all
fines*
Among other acts passed during the year 1661-62 was
one in regard to gossips, doctors, packing tobacco, plant1
ing mulberry trees, and exporting wool.
Those people vdio
had been disturbing the public peace with false state
ments were to be called before the court, and, if they
were unable to prove the truth of their statements, they
were to be fined two thousand pounds of tobacco, or less
in the discretion of the court.

A doctor neglecting his

patient was fined as much as the court saw fit*

Every

individual was made, by the Assembly, to plant ten mul
berry trees for every hundred acres of land that was in
his possession.

In case he did not, he was fined twenty

pounds of tobacco to go to the public use.

1*

Honing, vol. 2, p. 110

A fine of
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one thousand pounds of tobacco was imposed for the export
ation of hides out of the Colony— ten pounds of tobacco
for every pound of iron exported, and fifty pounds of to
bacco for every pound of wool exported.

Half of the fine

was to go to the public use and half to the informer *

Ho

doubt that the reason for so many trivial suits was that
the informer was paid for his information.

It is obvious

that there were many false reports rendered*
At the same Assembly an act was passed to the effect
that th© owner was to pay treble the value for the export
ation .of a mar© or sheep out of th© country*

One half of

.this fine also was to go to the informer and one-half to
the public use.

There was also an act passed imposing a

fine of two thousand pounds of tobacco on those people
who refused to have their children baptised, one-half of
the fine going to the informer, and one-half for th© pub
lic use*
In 1670 many difficulties were experienced in some of
the counties by not sending members to the House of Bur
gesses.

The reason for this negligence was not in the

county itself, but in the inability to find capable men
who were willing to attend*

This meant a loss of time

from their business as well as the expense attached to
transportation and lodging when they arrived*

The fines

imposed on the counties for not sending their two repre-
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sentatives were ten thousand pounds of tobacco to be used
for the public good*
During the session of* 1674 it was enacted that seventy
pounds of* tobacco In cause general, and fifty pounds of
tobacco in the county court per cause, should be esersed
In the name of a fine upon every person that should be
brought into any suit except debt.
this fine was punitive or not.

It Is not known whether

No doubt It was the means

of eliminating the quantity of litigation which at this
time was growing so rapidly In the Colony.

Most of the

unnecessary litigation was due to the carelessness with
which the attorneys-at-law practiced their profession.
On© of the greatest difficulties encountered by the
members of the House of Burgesses was In having the fines
and duties collected.

In spite of the fact that the very

'best colledtors were appointed, many irregularities were
experienced and a great amount of revenue was never collect*
ed.

To meet this ever present source of complaint, the

legislature of 1691 passed an act providing for the duties
of searchers and sealers.

As a penalty for failure in

their duty they were to forfeit forty shillings; for every
bribe, they were fined five pounds sterling*
were apportioned as follows;

The fines

one-third to go to the king

and queen, one-third to the informer, and one-third toward
the building of a house of correction*

As a means of keeping the public peace and encourag
ing the standard of public morals, the Assembly passed an
act during the same session imposing the following finest
One* shilling for stirearing or profaning
God’s Holy Name#
Twenty shillings for people going out of
their parish on Sunday#
Ten shillings for getting drunk. One not
paying went to the stocks *
Ten pounds sterling for committing forni
cation *
Twenty pounds sterling for adultery* On©
not paying took thirty lashes or went to jail
for thirty days*
Among the nation’s Infant industries of the latter
seventeenth century was the production of flax*

In order

to have this commodity produced, the Assembly Imposed a
fine, as was the case with the mulberry trees, upon the
inhabitants *

Yihether or not the flax was grown depended

upon whether it was cheaper to grow the crop or to pay the
fine*

The fine, in this case, was sixty pounds of tobacco

to bo paid by the master of the tlthable who did not raise
his share of the dress flax*

The fine was apportioned

between the king and queen, the Informer, and the house
of correction*
The question of fines did not again become a large
part of the business of the House of Burgesses until 1723.
The reason for this Imposition of fines was for the pur-

2*

Ilening, vol. 4, p. 121

pos© of supporting an army*

Those who were to appear at

the muster and did not appear, not exercise his troops,
were fined tx^o hundred pounds of tobacco.

Every lieuten

ant was fined one hundred pounds of tobacco for committing
the same offense.

Any officer who did not appear at the

time of the invasion was fined twenty pounds of current
money*

Any corporal who did not accept his appointment

was fined five hundred pounds of tobacco.

These fines

went to support the army.3
During the session of 1726, an act was passed rela
tive to runaway slaves.

The slave was to be advertised by

the sheriff, who was to send a copy to the readers and
post a copy at the courthouse.

If the sheriff failed in

his duty, he was fined three hundred pounds of tobacco,
and If the clerk failed to publish his notice, he was fined
two hundred pounds of tobacco.

She fines during the year

1726 went to the treasurer of the Colony to be used to
keep down the public levy by poll, and for such other pur
poses as the Assembly saw fit*
As has been indicated in a previous paragraph, one of
the very important means of supporting the army and at
the same time to enforce discipline among the officers and
men was to impose a fine on the Individuals who did not
co-operate in the defense of the Colony.

In 1736 those

individuals who did not go to the place of muster when

5.

Hening, vol. 4, p. 121

they were notified were given the following fines?

Lieu

tenant, fifty pounds| colonel, lieutenant colonel, and
major, thirty pounds.

Every soldier who failed to come

and bring with him one pound of powder and three pounds
of shot and his gun forfeited ten pounds of tobacco.

One-

half of the fine wont toward the support of the army of
that particular locality where the offense was committed
and one-half to the .informer*
In 1748 the Assembly passed an act providing for the
failure of officers.to carry out orders*

For every lieu

tenant failing to carry out the orders of the government
in marching his troops out of any place forfeited fifty
pounds| every colonel, lieutenant colonel, and major, thir
ty pounds; and every soldier, ten pounds#
The income to the government from these acts was of
considerable help to the Colony in financing any invasion
which might occur from the Indians fir from the French, who
were just a little beyond the frontier*

By this method,

the king not only raised an army in the Colony free from
expense to England, but he also supplanted his own army by
Colonial troops.

The cost to England for carrying on the

French and Indian War was comparatively small*

VXIX
PENALTIES.
As the name penalty implies, it is a means of enforc
ing a regulation under the imposition of payment of a cer
tain amount of money for neglecting or refusing to carry out
the regulation enacted*

This source of revenue was to a

great extent beneficial to the Colony foi> in most cases,
half of the penalty went to tho king for the benefit of
the Colony*

As was the case with fines, one-half of the

penalty collected went to the informer.
As with fines, penalties were hot imposed until the
middle of the seventeenth century, and grew out of the
deplorable condition of the Colony at that time*

There

was trouble with the Indians and complications with Eng
land*
In 1666 an attempt was made to remedy the situation
by compelling the inhabitants to branch out into other
fields of activity instead of planting tobacco and grains.
Buring this year the Assembly passed an act to compel the
1
Colonists to institute looms.
Up to this time the looms

1*

Honing, vol. 2, p# 258
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had been used in private households for the purpose of
making clothing for the members of the family .and slaves.
The Assembly stated that the reason the people of the
Colony were naked was that they were lasy.

A law provid

ed a penalty of two thousand pounds of tobacco on the
county that neglected to install a loom within the year.
Half of the penalty was to go to the public use and half
to the Informer#

How long this act was in fore© is un

known but it is quit© probable that it was of short dura
tion as was the case with the law concerning the culti
vation of mulberry trees.^

The latter law was repealed in

1666 because it was found to be of no further service,
since the inhabitants had discovered the growing of the
trees to be profitable and were willing to grow them of
their own volition.
One of the first thoughts that came to the Colonists
was that of self-preservation.

In practically every law

having to do with any emergency, the first consideration
was that of protection of the Colony against starvation
or destruction.

An example of this is found in the law of

166? providing that, due to the storm which had swept the
Colony of fences and barns, permitting hogs and other live
stock to run at large, no corn or bread was to be shipped

2.

Henlng, vol. 2, p. 241

-

abroad until 1678#
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Aa a penalty for the captain of a ship

to take any of the above-mentioned commodities aboard, he
forfeited his ship and all goods aboard *

One-half of

the penalty went to the public use and one-half to the
informer*

This law was a protection against starvation of

the Colonists, and was very severe on those who did not
abide by it.
Poring this same session of the Assembly a law was
passed imposing a penalty on imx-keepers who exceeded the
4
rates set by the law* ~ This penalty was a forfeiture of
his entire bond, of which one-half went to the public
good and one-half to the Informer#

The act was supple

mented in 1676 by an act which provided that alehouses and
tippling houses were to be suppressed except at particular
5
places.
Ho spirits or, liquors x?ere to be sold except at
certain places, under penalty of one thousand pounds of
tobacco.

This was the first attempt at prohibition in the

Colony#
This act of prohibition, however, was of only short
duration; for it was modified In 1705 by the Assembly,
which enacted a law that each tippling house retailing
liquors without a license was to be penalized ten thousand

3*
4*
5*

Henlng, vol* 8, p* 261
Ibid, p* 865
Ibid, P* 593

pounds of tobacco, or twenty-one lashes well laid on#
During the Colonial period penalties were the means
by which the Assembly not only governed the quality of
tobacco exported and imported, but also governed the quan
tity and quality grown.

In 1679, in order to restrict

the importation of any tobacco, ufhereby retaining a high
price in the Colony, the Assembly passed an act forbidding
ct
the importation of this commodity, under penalty.
In
the exportation of this product, one of the chief sources
of difficulty and irregularity was that of the size of
the hogshead in which the tobacco was shipped*

In 1695

the House of Burgesses attempted,to standardize the size
and kind of hogshead to be forty-seven Inches high and
thirty inches in diameter, no more*^

To enforce this act,

a penalty was imposed on those violating the act.

The

amount was five hundred pounds of tobacco, one-half of it
going to the state and one-half to the Individual who
sued for the same.®
By 1710 a custom among some of the ship captains of
bad character was to draw the staves on the hogsheads
and thereby lessen the quantity of tobacco.

This was

done in order that a greater number of hogsheads might be
put aboard and thereby Increase the freight of the ship.
•6.
7.
8.

Honing, vol. 2, p. 445
Ibid, vol* 5, p. 155
Idem
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As a means of prohibiting this act of dishonesty, the
legislature enacted a law providing for a fine of two hun
dred pounds sterling,

One-half of the fine went to the
9
queen, and one-half to the informer*
Although this law

did not prevent entirely the irregularities in the tobacco
trade, it did help matters*

In fact, It was so satisfac

tory that it was enacted at several sessions of the Assem
bly, and in 1748 it was also supplemented by an act putting
the ship captain under bond for the protection of the
10
tobacco before the ship was allowed to load*
In 1727 the Assembly put a penalty on ship captains
who loaded their ships at places other than at authorized
warehouses.

This was done In order to facilitate the

means of collecting the revenue Imposed.

The penalty for

not abiding by this act was that the captain had to for
feit twenty pounds sterling and his cargo#

During the

same session an act was passed prohibiting the shipping of
tobacco into Maryland before It was marked, stamped and
examined.

During this year, the stamp on tobacco had been

a means of Increasing the revenue as well as a means of
checking up on the collectors.

The penalty In this in

stance was twenty pounds of tobacco per hogshead not stamped*
This same law was enacted In 1742 with an amendment which

9# Hening, vol. 3, p. 497
10* Ibid, vol. 6, p. 163
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prohibited captains from sending their boatswains ashore
to take the oath in their stead*
One of the chief problems that the members of the
House of Burgesses encountered was that of keeping the
quality of their tobacco up to that of tobacco shipped
into England from other foreign parts, especially Spain#
Spanish tobacco was considered the best on the market, the
cream of the crop*

However, in due time, the Colonists

were producing a product which would compare favorably
with that of any other country*

The difficulty in the

Colony was that of harvesting and shipping seconds*

Some

times this was done by means of filling a hogshead with
good tobacco on top and bottom, but poor tobacco in the
center*

Shis situation was remedied in 1705 by an act

passed during that year imposing a fine of five hundred
pounds of tobacco on any individual who planted and tended
seconds*

This amount had to be paid on each hand that

had helped cultivate the crop during the year#

The penalty

for not filling a hogshead with the same grade of tobacco
11
throughout was one thousand pounds of tobacco#
As a
further means of improving the situation, the Assembly,
in 1720, required all tobacco such as seconds that had

11.

Hening, vol# 4, p. 87
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grown up since the harvest of the crop to be cut down
within twenty days*

3.2

By 1723 this penalty above mention**

ed had increased to five hundred pounds of tobacco for
each offense*

One-half of the fine went to the king and

one-half to the Informer*
Among the important acts passed in 1703 was that con
cerning county and state officers.
with notification of ©lection*

The first act dealt

The clerk was penalized

forty pounds of current money if he failed to issue a writ*
The sheriff was fined to the extent of two thousand pounds
of tobacco If he failed to issue the writ to a minister*
and on that gentleman was imposed a penalty of two thousand
pounds of tobacco if he failed to notify his parishoners
13
of the coming election of th© Burgesses.
Every freehold
er was required to appear and vote under penalty of two
hundred pounds of tobacco.

Anyone who professed to be a

freeholder and was not was given a penalty of five hundred
p*ounds of tobacco*

A freeholder was anyone under the law

who held an estate for life or for the life of another.
It was an estate of great dignity*

If the sheriff failed

to take the poll or, on taking It* cheated, he was to for
feit forty pounds sterling, one-half to go to the king

12.
13.

Honing, vol. 4, p. 87; 134
Hening, vol. 3, p. 236
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and one-half to the informer#
Chapter Four of the same session provided for those
who war© unable to hold office#

Huong those were any in

dividual who had been convicted of treason, zzaarder* blas
phemy, perjury, forgery, or any crime that was punishable
with death*

Bo negro, mulatto, or Indian was permitted

to hold office*

The penalty for holding office under

false pretense was five thousand pounds of current money*
A further restriction on holding office provided that no
individual who had not been in this country for at least
three years was eligible to hold office, under penalty of
five hundred pounds current money and twenty pounds for
14
each month that he had been
in office# At this .same
session an act was passed providing for a penalty of on©
hundred pounds current money for any officer collecting, a
greater tee than the law provided for#
The only officer that was compelled by law to accept
his office was the sheriff#The act required any
ual who was elected to hold

individ

the office of Sheriff to accept

that position, under penalty of five hundred pounds of to*$ CL

baeeo,
Mi® only other group of penalties that were of any
l
I
I
'}■

14. Eenlng. vol. Z} p. £51
15. Ibid, p. 25?

considerable value to th© Colony was
on ministers*

In 1705 the Assembly

that of the penalties
passed m act provide

lag for a penalty of four thousand pounds of tobacco on
any minister who refused to marry a couple of who charged
more than the law authorised*

Th© penalty

for

marrying a

white man with a negro or a white woman with a negro was
ten thousand pounds of tobacco *

In 1748 this law concerning marriages Was made more
stringent * Chapter Thirty-two stated that th© fine for a
minister1© marrying a couple without llcens#, or bans* was
five hundred pounds of current money#

For marrying slaves

without the consent of the master the penalty was ten
thousand pounds of tobacco*

Every free man marrying a

slave forfeited five pounds*
By the above facts in this chapter* the importance of
penalties in the Colony can be seen*
paid to the queen*

These penalties were

It was during the session of 1775 that

the Assembly authorised that* in the .future* /all escheats*
penalties* and forfeitures heretofore going to the king
should go to the Commonwealth* save only such as the legis
lature should abolish or otherwise provide.' for*
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taxation of Colonial Virginia has shown a continuous
development from its embryonic state in 1619 to the com-*
pi ex system of the present day*

haring the’first few years

of the Colony it was not necessary to formulate any plan
by means of which to obtain revenue.

The two outstanding

thoughts in the minds of the Colonists were that of selfpreservation and that of obtaining riches*

Pood and cloth

ing not Obtained elsewhere were distributed from a common
warehouse where the surplus products collected by the la
borers were deposited for the use of all the inhabitants*
It was not until five years after the arrival of the first
settlers,in 1612, under the administration of Sir Thomas
Cates, that this communistic system became obsolete*
In 1619 a government came into existence and, with
the expense of administration, the House of Burgesses
levied a tax modeled after that in force in the Mother
Country*

There was no elaborate plan adopted for the

administration of this tax.

This was unnecessary*

were levied as the necessity for them arose*

Taxes

The develop-
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ment of the revenue system in the Colony showed little
progress until 1700#

Burlng the entire Colonial period

taxes were levied for specific purposes, devoid of scien
tific consideration, and they were levied on objects of
ownership which would produce as little burden as possible
on the owners*
It was the will of the Colonial statesmen that the
burden of taxation should fall.on each individual of a
particular class equally*
levy of the poll tax.

This fact is exemplified in the

In the whole history of this tax,

each individual was required to pay the same rate.

If he

were not a land owner he paid only his per capita assess
ment*

If he were a land owner and owned slaves, he paid

a lihe amount for each slave in his possession#

It is

safe to say that during this period there was more nearly
equal distribution of taxes than at any other period in
the history of this Commonwealth*

This is especially true

if the subject is considered from the point of ability to
pay or from the point of vie?/ of the property ownership #
The poll tax was the only tax in the Colony that was
levied upon each individual of a taxable age {sixteen
years) regardless of his state in life*

The primary pur

pose for the levying of a poll tax was that it could be .
levied and collected in the shortest length of time to
meet any emergency which might arise*

It was the simplest
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form of taxation in the Colony and the source from which
most of the revenue was derived*

In fact, except for the

quit-rents, which were imposed and collected by the rep
resentatives of the king, the poll tax was the only tax
levied in the Colony by the House of Eurgekses during the
first twenty years of the existence of that legislative
body*
In 1645, duo to the fact that the poll tax levy had
grown to be such a burden on the poorer settlers, the
House of Burgesses passed an act providing for a tax on
real estate, which was In addition to the quit-rents, and
the personal property tax*

This tax, however, was of

short, duration because enough revenue was collected during
the throe years of its existence to cut down the poll tax
considerably, thereby reducing the tax on land and render
ing it and the tax on personal property unnecessary for
the time being.

It was not until- 1752, in spite of the

many attempts to tax personal property, that a further tax
was imposed on that subject.

During that year a tax of

ten shillings was placed on chariots.

It became necessary

to impose this tax because both the poll tax and the duties
on imports had become such a burden on the people.
The burden of taxation on both real and personal prop
erty continued to uncresse during the whole of the Colonial
period•

This was due not only to the increasing expense

9!U

of tlie administration but also to the Colonial policy adopt-*
ed by England toward her colonies*
One of the most lucrative sources of revenue for the
Colony was that of duties on tobacco and other subjects
of exportation, such as hides, hemp, silk, and other raw
materials.

The first duty was imposed in 1632*

The pur

pose of the revenue received from this source was the
purchase of supplies of sumnunltion with which to combat
the Indians and to defray the expenses of the government
not already taken care of by some other form of taxation.
Any balance that might have been left in the treasury be
longed to the king for the benefit of the Colony.

It was

the revenue derived from duties that paid the cost of the
wars fought by the Colonists against the Indians and which
paid the cost of the French and Indian War waged by Great
Britain in defense of the Colony*
As a means of alleviating the burden of Increased
poll tax and duties, the House of Burgesses imposed a sys
tem of licenses and fines*

Even though this form of tax

ation did not contribute any great amount of revenue, they
did regulate the professions of teachers, ministers, and
attorneys.

They governed the manner in which trade was to

be conducted with the Indians, permitted ordinary keepers
to sell liquors, peddlars to show their wares, and the
manner In which the Indians were permitted to fish and
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oyster*

It Is interesting to note the close relation be

tween the fee system of Colonial Virginia and that of today*
Practically the only difference is in the fact that during
the early period of this Commonwealth the fees went into
the treasury of the Commonwealth* whereas today they are
retained by the officer collecting them*3* This great evil*
which has grown to such large proportions today* had Its
inception in Colonial Virginia* nearly three hundred years
ago#
Among the taxes of the period levied by the M n g and
which were most negligently controlled and collected were
the quit-rents#

This system of rents was under the con

trol of the royal representatives In the Colony and was
administered by them

for the king*

the feudal system of

England born again in the Colonyof

Virginia*

This might be called

From 1624 until 1684 this tax was under local

control and little attention was paid to it* .Ho\7ever*
beginning ivith 1684* these rents were taken over by royal
authorities and collections were made more carefully*

This

caused a vast amount of dissatisfaction#, This dissatis
faction steadily increased^ it was based on the fact that

1.

In the state of Virginia* the highest amount of foes
retained by the
officer collecting Is §7500* the
amount retained varying with the officer and his
seat of office *
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the quit-rents had a tendency* in the opinion of the Col
onists* to interfere with the right of fee simple owner
ship*

In 1720 an additional criticism was made of the

quit-rents*

It was the opinion of the landowners that

the revenue derived from the quit-rents should he spent in
the Colony*

The above objections continued during the

remainder of the Colonial period* in one f6rm or another*
Toward the end of the period* however* the quit-rent s
\?ero cuceessfully administered, considering the difficult
ies encountered*

In 1776, when the Assembly transferred

the right to reserve quit-rents from the Crown to the
Commonwealth of Virginia, the revenue received from this
source of taxation amounted to approximately seven thousand
pounds sterling*
Among the minor sources of revenue during the Colonial
period, without which a study of taxation would be incom
plete, la that of fines,

ferhaps they contributed least

of any subject of taxation to the revenue of the Colony,
but Imposed discipline among the troops and were regulatory
measures to the citizens * The fine system did not originate
in the Colony until the reigh of Charles II, at which
time great demands were made on the Colony by the king In
order to reward his court favorites*.

To meet these de

mands it became necessary to find additional means of
raising revenue*
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In conclusion, then, it can be seen throughout the *
history of the Commonwealth of Virginia that the purpose
of taxation has been to raise revenue for the support of
the government#

Our forefathers recognized the necessity

for taxation and Instituted a system even though It was
devoid of definite organization*

It Is the same system

under which the citizens of Virginia are struggling today*
Ue inherited it from our forefathers, who, In turn, brought
it from England Tilth them and adapted it to their needs*
The tax system in England was on© in which the bulk of
money received from home Industries was retained in the
English treasury for home purposes*

This policy was also

adopted in the Colony by those men who had grown up on
English soil*

Therefore, on each side of the Atlantic

there were men in whom had been bred the same principle
of Gconomics, striving to keep within their country that
which it had yielded*

This was the primary cause of the

Revolution, which was an attempt, and a successful one,
to retain an ideal*
The End
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